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The large-scale organization of the genome inside the cell nucleus is critical for the cell’s function.
Chromatin—the functional form of DNA in cells—serves as a template for active nuclear processes such as
transcription, replication, and DNA repair. Chromatin’s spatial organization directly affects its accessibility
by ATP-powered enzymes, e.g., RNA polymerase II in the case of transcription. In differentiated cells,
chromatin is spatially segregated into compartments—euchromatin and heterochromatin—the former
being largely transcriptionally active and loosely packed, the latter containing mostly silent genes and
densely compacted. The euchromatin-heterochromatin segregation is crucial for proper genomic function,
yet the physical principles behind it are far from understood. Here, we model the nucleus as filled with
hydrodynamically interacting active Zimm chains—chromosomes—and investigate how large hetero-
chromatic regions form and segregate from euchromatin through their complex interactions. Each
chromosome presents a block copolymer composed of heterochromatic blocks, capable of cross-linking
that increases chromatin’s local compaction, and euchromatic blocks, subjected to stochastic force dipoles
that capture the microscopic stresses exerted by nuclear ATPases. These active stresses lead to a dynamic
self-organization of the genome, with its coherent motions driving some mixing of chromosome territories
as well as large-scale heterochromatic segregation through cross-linking of distant genomic regions.
We study the stresses and flows that arise in the nucleus during the heterochromatic segregation and
identify their signatures in Hi-C proximity maps. Our results reveal the fundamental role of active
mechanical processes and hydrodynamic interactions in the kinetics of chromatin compartmentalization
and in the emergent large-scale organization of the nucleus.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The genome stores information essential for life. This
information exists in the form of the DNA molecule, which
together with histone proteins forms the chromatin fiber
inside the cell nucleus [1,2]. The chromatin fiber is
intricately folded into a hierarchical three-dimensional
structure that is dynamical in nature [3,4]. Its organization
and dynamics directly affect vital processes such as
transcription, replication, and DNA repair [5–7], yet the

physical principles underlying chromatin’s dynamical self-
organization remain elusive.
In differentiated cells, the genome is further organized

into euchromatin (EC) and heterochromatin (HC) compart-
ments, composed of predominantly transcriptionally active
and inactive genes, respectively [4,8]. The former is packed
loosely, hence readily accessible to the transcription
machinery, while the latter is densely packed [9,10]. In
most nuclei, heterochromatin forms throughout the nuclear
interior and is enriched near the nuclear periphery, where it
binds to the lamin filament network at the nuclear envelope
[11,12]. Notably, this organization is inverted in nuclei of
photoreceptor cells of some nocturnal mammals, where
chromatin-lamin interactions are missing [13,14].
The biochemistry of heterochromatin formation is rooted

in gene silencing associated with the methylation of histone
tails (H3K9me3), which in turn enables the binding of
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heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) [15–18]. Bound HP1
proteins then dimerize, bridging nearby chromatin fibers
[19–22]. Remarkably, HP1 proteins have been found to
undergo liquid-liquid phase separation from the nucleo-
plasm, forming liquid condensates surrounding the hetero-
chromatin [23,24]. In contrast to its biochemistry, physical
principles behind heterochromatin formation are far from
understood.
Recent computational models have provided consider-

able insights into chromatin compartmentalization, by
employing equilibrium simulations with chromatin repre-
sented as a block copolymer, with euchromatin and
heterochromatin segments having different respective affin-
ities. Brownian dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations
suggest that heterochromatin forms dense aggregates in the
center of the nucleus in the absence of attractive inter-
actions with the nuclear envelope [25,26]. The addition of
attractive interactions with the nuclear envelope (lamins)
results in heterochromatin accumulation near the boundary
[25,27]. This is consistent with heterochromatin localiza-
tion observed in conventional nuclei, confirming a key role
of chromatin-lamin interactions in genome organization
[14,28]. These models considered equilibrium statistics,
thus neglecting the role played by ATP-driven active
processes in the kinetics of heterochromatin formation
and its final morphology. Equilibrium polymer simulations,
which account for activity using an effective temperature,
suggest that local differences in chromatin activity may
lead to genome compartmentalization [29,30].
The importance of activity in nucleuswide chromatin

dynamics was first discovered in experiments by Zidovska
et al. [31], who developed displacement correlation
spectroscopy to quantify chromatin positional dynamics
simultaneously across the entire nucleus in live human
cells by imaging histones H2B-GFP. These observations
revealed that chromatin moves coherently within large
regions of 3–5 μm for several seconds. These correlated
motions were found to be ATP-dependent, but indepen-
dent of the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton [31]. Perturbation
of major nuclear ATPases such as DNA polymerase,
RNA polymerase II, and topoisomerase II caused local
displacements to increase and eliminated the large-scale
coherence [31].
Motivated by these experiments, Bruinsma et al. [32]

proposed a hydrodynamic theory of chromatin dynamics
that coarse grained the action of nuclear ATPases into two
types of active events: vector events that describe force
dipoles generated by nuclear enzymes such as polymerases
and helicases, and scalar events corresponding to the local
decondensation or condensation of chromatin caused by
chromatin remodelers. This mean-field continuum theory
predicts that dipolar activity is responsible for large-scale
coherent motions [31,32]. An alternative hydrodynamics-
free approach to modeling chromatin activity has been
developed using a 3D-conformational space of the

chromatin fiber, which emerges from a quasiequilibrium
energy landscape generated by Langevin dynamics at an
effective temperature [33]. Another hydrodynamics-free
model, informed by Hi-C data of human chromosomes,
described chromatin as a heteropolymer and mimicked
chromatin activity as isotropic white noise [34,35]. Both
models successfully recapitulated large-scale coherence of
chromatin motions.
In recent work, Saintillan et al. [36] built upon the

concept of vector events to develop a computational model
of active chromatin hydrodynamics that accounts for the
role of ATP-driven processes. In this model, a long flexible
polymer was confined inside a spherical cavity, immersed
in a viscous fluid (nucleoplasm), and subjected to stochas-
tic force dipoles along the polymer. These force dipoles
generated fluid flows in the surrounding nucleoplasm,
which drove a local nematic alignment of the polymer
chain and consequently of the dipoles as well [36].
Moreover, such dipolar forces were found to lead to
spontaneous straightening of the polymer [37]. This pos-
itive feedback occurred only for extensile dipoles and
caused large-scale coherent motions of the polymer by a
mechanism similar to the generic bend instability of
extensile active nematics [38]. These simulations assumed
a homopolymer chain; thus, no macroscopic self-
organization was observed beyond the alignment induced
by hydrodynamic interactions [36].
Here, we extend this computational approach to inves-

tigate the role of dipolar activity and nucleoplasmic flows
in the spatial segregation of euchromatin or heterochro-
matin in differentiated cells. To do so, we perform coarse-
grained simulations of a model nucleus containing multiple
chromosomes immersed in a viscous nucleoplasm. Our
model is designed to capture the biophysical properties
of chromatin relevant to its large-scale organization by
describing the chromosomes as diblock copolymers com-
posed of segments of active euchromatin subject to dipolar
activity, alternating with segments of inactive heterochro-
matin subject to interchain and intrachain cross-linking,
and the effect of chromatin–lamin interactions is also
considered. Our numerical results recapitulate many salient
features of chromatin structure and dynamics on large
scales, such as the emergence of long-ranged coherent
motions and the spatial segregation of heterochromatin and
euchromatin inside the nucleus, and reveal the role of
activity-driven coherent motions and nucleoplasmic flows
on the formation, spatial distribution, and compaction of
heterochromatin. We present the coarse-grained chromatin
model used in our simulations in Sec. II and a detailed
discussion of computational methods in Appendix A.
Numerical results and their predictions for the spatial
organization of euchromatin and heterochromatin are
presented in Sec. III, where we show stress distributions
and hydrodynamic flows due to chromatin activity as well
as examine their consequences for the observed genomic
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contact probabilities. We discuss these results and their
implications in detail in Sec. IV.

II. COARSE-GRAINED CHROMATIN MODEL

We simulate a system of Mc confined polymers repre-
senting individual chromosomes inside the interphase
nucleus (Fig. 1). The nuclear envelope, which encloses
the chains, is modeled as a prolate spheroidal cavity with
bounding surface S of eccentricity e and equivalent radius
Rs, and is filled with a viscous Newtonian nucleoplasm
with viscosity η. Each chromosome is coarse grained as a
self-avoiding active Zimm bead-spring chain composed of
Nb hydrodynamically interacting beads of radius ah, which
are connected by finitely extensible elastic springs. In this
coarse-grained description, a bead should be viewed as a
mesoscopic chromatin subdomain containing a large num-
ber of nucleosomes and associated proteins at a resolution
of ∼50 kbp. As depicted in Fig. 1, each chromosome
further consists of alternating blocks of heterochromatin
and euchromatin, with a HC fraction αc. Transcriptionally
active euchromatin experiences microscopic active stresses
generated by the ATP-powered action of nuclear enzymes
such as RNA polymerase II. Other molecular motors, such
as cohesin or chromatin remodelers, may also contribute to
these stresses; however, the loop-extruding effect of cohe-
sin is below the resolution of our model. We model these
stresses in terms of stochastic active force dipoles distrib-
uted along EC blocks and applied to the viscous fluid in
which they drive an active flow [36]. On the other hand, the
transcriptionally inactive HC blocks are characterized by
the absence of active force dipoles and by the ability to
form interchain and intrachain cross-links, which represent
a macroscopic model for the cross-linking of the HC blocks
by the heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) [20,26,39]. A
subset of simulations was also performed in which HC
beads located within a cutoff distance of the nuclear
envelope were allowed to form transient tethers with the
nearest point on the envelope, as a model for chromatin-
lamin interactions [14,28].
The position xiðtÞ of bead i ¼ 1;…; N (where

N ¼ Nb ×Mc) is governed by the overdamped Langevin
equation [40]:

dxi

dt
¼ 1

ζ
FiðtÞ þ uðxi; tÞ þ ξiðtÞ: ð1Þ

The first term on the rhs is the velocity contribution arising
from the net deterministic force on bead i, to be specified
below, where ζ ¼ 6πηah is the corresponding friction
coefficient. The second term captures advection of the
bead by the viscous flow inside the nucleus, with con-
tributions from activity as well as hydrodynamic inter-
actions resulting from viscous drag on the beads. Finally,
the last term captures Brownian displacements and is
calculated to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

The net deterministic force Fi on bead i accounts for
entropic spring tensions, cross-link forces between HC
beads, excluded volume interactions between neighboring
beads, as well as potential physical tethering with the
nuclear envelope:

Fi ¼ Fs
i þ Fc

i þ Fe
i þ Ft

i: ð2Þ

Entropic spring forces Fs
i are modeled using the finitely

extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) spring law [41], and
excluded volume forces Fe

i are captured using a soft
repulsive potential; see Appendix A for details. Cross-link
forces Fc

i are used to model binding interactions between
beads that belong to HC blocks. These cross-links represent
HP1 dimers bridging two heterochromatic fibers, their
binding facilitated by the histone methylation H3K9 of
heterochromatin [19–22]. These binding interactions,
which can occur interchain or intrachain, are also captured
using FENE springs but with a stiffer spring constant.
These links can form stochastically between pairs of
heterochromatic beads that are within a cutoff radius ac
of one another and both are in an activated state, where
activation occurs stochastically as a Poisson process with
rate kcon. Each bead can form at most one cross-link, and
cross-links are permanent once formed. In simulations in
which we account for chromatin-lamin interactions, sto-
chastic tethers between HC beads and the envelope are also
included in the form of an additional force Ft

i using the
same spring law as for cross-links but with distinct on-
off rates.
A key aspect of our model is the inclusion of hydro-

dynamic flows induced by the activity of ATP-powered

Nucleoplasm
Euchromatin
Heterochromatin

Active forces

Nucleus

Bead
Spring

Stiff elastic
cross-link

Heterochromatin

Active
forces

Fluid flow

Fluid flow

+1i i

Euchromatin

Cross-link

FIG. 1. Model schematic. Mc bead-spring polymer chains
representing individual chromosomes are confined inside a
spheroidal nuclear envelope. Heterochromatic (HC) blocks can
form interchromosomal and intrachromosomal cross-links as
well as tethers with the nuclear envelope, whereas euchromatic
(EC) blocks are decorated with active force dipoles that drive
nucleoplasmic flows.
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enzymes and from interactions between chain segments.
Following our past work [36], microscopic active stresses
are coarse grained in the form of active dipolar forces
applied to the fluid along euchromatic portions of the
chromosomes and occur on the scale of one chain link.
Specifically, active dipoles are switched on and off
stochastically as a Poisson process with rates kaon and
kaoff , which set the probability pa ¼ kaon=ðkaon þ kaoffÞ for a
link to be active. When a euchromatic link i is in the on
state, two equal and opposite forces are applied to the
viscous nucleoplasm at the positions of the end beads:

Fa
i ¼ −fan̂iðtÞ; Fa

iþ1 ¼ fan̂iðtÞ; ð3Þ

where n̂i ¼ ni=ni is the unit vector pointing from bead i
to iþ 1 obtained from the connector ni ¼ xiþ1 − xi
between the two beads. The pair of forces constitutes a
dipole of magnitude σ ¼ fani, which is extensile (←→)
for σ > 0 and contractile (→←) for σ < 0. In simulations,
we fix fa, meaning that the actual dipole strength
fluctuates with the distance ni between the beads. We
define a characteristic dipole strength as σ0 ¼ fals,
where ls is the equilibrium length of an isolated passive
spring.
Both passive and active forces contribute to the nucle-

oplasmic flow field u and corresponding pressure p, which
satisfy the Stokes momentum equation,

−∇pþ η∇2u ¼
XN
i¼1

ðFi þ Fa
i Þδðx − xiÞ; ð4Þ

along with the incompressibility constraint ∇ · u ¼ 0. In
Eq. (4), active forces on the right-hand side are only
included for beads that are in the active state. The velocity
field is subject to the no-slip condition u ¼ 0 on the surface
of the nuclear envelope and is obtained using an accelerated
algorithm based on the kernel-free fast-multipole method
[42], allowing us to simulate large systems over long
periods of time. In the following, we present results in
dimensionless form based on characteristic thermal (equi-
librium) length scales and timescales. As detailed in
Appendix A 4, these are, respectively, the equilibrium
spring length ls ∼ 0.36 μm separating two beads in a
spheroidal nucleus of equivalent radius 10 μm (i.e., that
for a human nucleus), and the timescale ts ∼ 2 s for a bead
to diffuse the distance ls. Further details of the computa-
tional methods and scalings are provided in Appendix A.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we consider simulations in a spheroidal
nucleus of equivalent radius Rs ¼ 28, filled with Mc ¼ 23
identical chains (or chromosomes) of 1305 beads for a total
of ∼30 000 beads, with each bead representing ∼50 kbp of
the human haploid genome. Each chromosomal chain

contains four equally spaced linear HC blocks that in total
occupy a fraction αc ≈ 28% of each chromosome. Recall
that cross-links can form within and between HC blocks,
but not with or within the EC blocks. Each chromosome is
initially prepared as a confined random walk, then all
chromosomes are distributed within the nucleus to establish
distinct chromosomal territories. This system is then
equilibrated under thermal fluctuations and excluded vol-
ume forces to establish initial data. Simulations were also
performed on smaller systems, in which the chromosomes
were initially prepared as fractal globules [43] instead of
random walks (not shown), with no discernible differences
found in the large-scale dynamics discussed below.

A. Dynamics of heterochromatin segregation

Figure 2 shows the results of three longtime simulations
proceeding from identical initial data (top row). In the first
case, the EC blocks are entirely passive (σ0 ¼ 0, row 2),
and the dynamics largely results from cross-links forming
within and between HC blocks. In the second case, the EC
blocks are active (σ0 > 0, row 3), being stochastically
populated with extensile dipoles. In the third case (row 4),
the EC blocks are also active, and we account for
chromatin-lamin interactions by allowing HC beads to
form transient tethers with the nuclear envelope. See videos
of the dynamics in the Supplemental Material [44].
In the passive case (row 2), the chromosomes roughly

maintain their initial spatial territories [Fig. 2(a)], with only
slight mixing, mainly due to thermal fluctuations, taking
place near their boundaries. The stochastically nucleating
cross-links, being long-lived, have led progressively to
cross-link-rich regions [Fig. 2(b)]. These form a loose
network that spans the entire system and alternates with
cross-link-free euchromatin. However, the dynamics of
cross-linking, together with any attendant change in the
mechanics of the chromatin in response to thermal fluctu-
ations and excluded volume forces, has not led to any large-
scale rearrangements of chromosomes or HC blocks. We
suspect that, being rapid in comparison to rearrangements
by thermal effects, cross-linking may be rigidifying the
system, leading to fewer opportunities for cross-linking
between distant HC blocks. At any rate, heterochromatin is
distributed across the nucleus with approximate uniformity,
corresponding to the initial placement of the HC blocks; see
Fig. 2(c).
The dynamics and distribution of heterochromatin is

very different for a system that contains active euchromatin
(Fig. 2, third row). There, extensile dipoles in EC blocks
drive large-scale coherent flows that draw neighboring
chain segments into alignment, while mixing chromosomal
territories. As a consequence of these active flows, the
morphology of cross-linked heterochromatic regions
(HCRs, defined as the regions in space where the cross-
link density exceeds 50% of its maximum measured value
in the simulations) is also quite different: mixing indeed
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facilitates cross-link formation between distinct HC blocks,
resulting in a more compact cross-linked network that
progressively densifies near the center of the nucleus.
These distinct morphologies are especially visible in
Fig. 2(c), where we show the spatial boundaries of
HCRs. It is important to note that while each HC block
represents a part of one chromosome, a HCR can contain
HC blocks from several different chromosomes. We find
that HCRs have a much more compact and dense structure
in the active case, with most of the active euchromatin
expelled from the nuclear center toward the nuclear
envelope. Snapshots of four individual chromosomes are

also shown in Fig. 2(d) and further highlight the role of
active nucleoplasmic flows that promote the compaction of
heterochromatin while opening up and unfolding active
euchromatic chain segments.
The fourth row in Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of

chromatin-lamin interactions on the dynamics and spatial
distribution of HCRs. In that case, physical tethering with
the nuclear envelope hinders large-scale transport under
activity-driven nucleoplasmic flows and therefore limits the
overall migration of HCRs toward the center of the nucleus.
Instead, HCRs adopt a more uniform distribution, with
dense patches distributed across the nucleus, along with

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 2. Longtime evolution of chromatin in simulations of three systems, one with passive euchromatin (σ0 ¼ 0) and two with active
euchromatin (extensile, σ0 ¼ 30). In the first two, chromatin-lamin interactions are absent, but they are included in the third one. Top
row: initial system configuration at t ¼ 0, which is identical in all simulations; second, third, and fourth rows: system configurations at
dimensionless time t ¼ 700. The four columns show, from left to right, (a) the full chromatin system, with colors corresponding to
distinct chromosomes; (b) the cross-links within and between HC blocks, shown as gray beads and overlayed on top of the chains; (c) the
location of HC regions (HCRs), defined as regions in space where the cross-link density exceeds 50% of its maximummeasured value in
the simulations, and colored by chain membership; and (d) a subset of four chromosomes and associated cross-links. Also, see videos of
the dynamics in the Supplemental Material [44].
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strongly enriched regions in the vicinity of the envelope,
consistent with the distribution of heterochromatin
observed in experiments. This peripheral enrichment is
especially visible in columns Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), and is
further illustrated in Figs. S2(a) and S2(b) of the
Supplemental Material [44], showing the locations of
HC and EC beads in a slice across the nucleus. Mixing
between chromosomal territories is also strongly reduced.
The effect of active flows, however, is still to facilitate the
compaction of HCRs compared to the passive case, even
near the nuclear envelope. This is demonstrated in Fig. S2(c),
where we plot the fraction of HC beads in a thin shell near
the nuclear envelope for simulations with active and passive
EC, and find that dipolar activity and resulting flows tend to
further enhance peripheral enrichment of HCRs compared to
the passive case.
We further quantify the spatiotemporal evolution of the

system in Fig. 3, focusing the subsequent discussion on
simulations without chromatin-lamin interactions. The

migration of heterochromatin toward the nucleus center
in the active case is evident in Fig. 3(a) (left), showing the
time evolution of the standard deviation d ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hjxj2i

p
of the

polymer mass distribution normalized by the equivalent
nuclear radius Rs ¼ 28, for both EC and HC blocks. While
the spatial distribution of euchromatin shows only a minor
shift toward the nuclear boundary, heterochromatin is
found to concentrate near the center of the nucleus in
the active extensile case, as evidenced by the decay of dHC
with time and corresponding growth of the migration offset
defined as Δ ¼ dEC − dHC. This inward migration is also
accompanied by an increase in chromatin number density
inside heterochromatic regions as shown in Fig. 3(a)
(right), where we define ρHCR ¼ NHCR=VHCR as the ratio
of the number of beads of any type contained in the HCRs
identified in Fig. 2(c) over the corresponding volume. In the
absence of activity (σ0 ¼ 0), the number density remains
close to the average number density of the system, whereas
it increases significantly when extensile dipoles are applied

(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

FIG. 3. Analysis of euchromatin and heterochromatin distribution in the nucleus. (a) Left: standard deviation d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hjxj2i

p
of the

polymer mass distribution normalized by the equivalent nucleus radius Rs for EC and HC blocks as a function of time, where HC blocks
are seen to migrate toward the center of the system. The inset shows the migration offset, defined as Δ ¼ dEC − dHC, at steady state as a
function of activity σ0. Right: mean density ρHCR of HCRs [see Fig. 2(c)]. Insets show the fraction of the number of beads contained in
HCRs, as well as the fraction of the total volume that they occupy. (b) For the simulations in Fig. 2, time snapshots of the heterochromatin
density field in a plane containing the major axis of the nucleus, for the active euchromatin case (σ0 ¼ 30, top row) and the passive
euchromatin case (σ0 ¼ 0, bottom row). (c) Left: nematic order parameter λmax

Q , averaged over spheres of radius δ at late times, for
various levels of activity σ0. Right: nematic order parameter for EC blocks, HC blocks, and for the whole genome, in simulations with
σ0 ¼ 30. (d) For the same simulations as shown in Fig. 2, the structure of nematic alignment for δ ¼ 5 in a plane containing the major
axis of the nucleus, for the active euchromatin case (σ0 ¼ 30, top row) and the passive euchromatin case (σ0 ¼ 0, bottom row). The color
map is of the scalar nematic order parameter, while black segments depict the nematic director projected onto the viewing plane. The left-
hand column shows a snapshot at t ¼ 550, whereas the right-hand column shows a time average for t ∈ ½350; 700�.
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along EC blocks (σ0 > 0). As shown by the insets in
Fig. 3(a) (right), this density increase is due to both an
increase in NHCR and a decrease in VHCR, suggesting that
activity not only drives a spatial compaction of HCRs over
time, but also causes these compacting regions to recruit
and trap more EC block fragments during compaction.
Spatial maps of the heterochromatic density in a plane cross
section are shown in Fig. 3(b) and confirm these findings:
cross-linked regions are relatively sparse and evenly
distributed across the nucleus in the passive case, but
concentrate into a dense and compact structure near the
center of the nucleus with extensile activity. The case of
contractile activity (not shown) is qualitatively similar to
the passive case, with no discernible segregation of HC and
EC blocks.
As observed in the snapshots of Fig. 2, euchromatic

extensile activity not only facilitates the segregation and
compaction of cross-linked heterochromatin, but it also
induces its own unfolding and alignment as first predicted
in our past work [36,37]. We quantify this alignment
by calculating the tensorial nematic order parameter
Q ¼ hn̂ n̂−I=3iδ, where n̂ ¼ n=n is the unit director
between successive beads inside the chains, and the average
is performed over spherical domains of radius δ. Its largest
eigenvalue λmax

Q ∈ ½0; 2=3� defines the scalar nematic order
parameter and is a measure of the degree of euchromatin
alignment on the length scale δ. Figure 3(c) (left) shows
λmax
Q as a function of δ for different levels of activity. In
passive simulations (σ0 ¼ 0), nematic alignment is negli-
gible except on short length scales (δ=Rs ≲ 0.2), where it is
induced by steric interactions between neighboring chain
segments. In the presence of extensile activity, the nematic
order significantly increases on all scales as active force
dipoles within EC blocks induce local flows that draw
nearby chain segments into alignment. This emergent
alignment increases the spatial coherence of the active
dipolar flows via a positive feedback loop, generating
nematic order on length scales that greatly exceed the
scale of one dipole ∼Oð1Þ. The precise mechanism for
these coherent flows was discussed in our past work [36]
and is similar to the generic instability occurring in various
other active nematic systems [45–47]. As shown in
Fig. 3(c) (right), nematic alignment primarily occurs among
EC blocks, where dipolar activity takes place, as these
sections of the chromatin are not cross-linked and therefore
relatively free to reorganize in response to hydrodynamic
flows. Alignment inside HC blocks is much weaker and
comparable to the passive case, as the internal structure of
heterochromatin is strongly constrained by the presence of
cross-links. These observations are amplified in Fig. 3(d),
which shows spatial maps of the scalar order parameter
and dominant alignment direction in a plane across the
system. Nematic alignment is strong in euchromatic
regions on the nuclear periphery and tends to conform
to the system boundary. These features remain present in

the time-averaged nematic order parameter map, where the
average was performed over t ∈ ½350; 700�. The strong
heterogeneity of the average map on this timescale suggests
long-lived internal dynamics in the system, despite its very
dynamic nature on short timescales.
In summary, our results reveal the central role of ATP-

powered activity, taking place along the EC blocks of each
chromosome, in determining the density, structure, and
positioning of heterochromatic regions inside the nucleus.
We find that activity enhances the HCR compaction as well
as the trapping of euchromatic segments within HCRs,
relative to the passive case. Moreover, activity creates a
large-scale nematic alignment outside of HCRs, where EC
blocks are largely unconstrained and free to align with
themselves and with boundaries of the nucleus as well
as HCRs. The mechanistic origin of this complex organi-
zation lies in the emergent stress fields—both active and
passive—and attendant nucleoplasmic flows, which we
now analyze.

B. Active stresses and hydrodynamic flows

The dynamics of heterochromatin region formation and
euchromatin nematic ordering are tightly linked to the
hydrodynamic flows driven by active stresses and the
resulting elastic stresses they generate inside the chains.
We first analyze the internal stress distributions in Fig. 4(a),
showing maps of the radial (Σrr) and shear (Σrθ) compo-
nents of the active and tensile stress tensors in a plane
across the nucleus, where ðr; θÞ are polar coordinates in that
plane. The distribution of active dipoles along EC blocks
results in an effective active stress [48,49] that can be
defined, based on the Irving-Kirkwood formula [50], as

Σaðr; θÞ ¼ 1

Vδ

X
active
links

− σ0niðn̂in̂i − I=3Þ; ð5Þ

where the sum is over all active links inside the local
averaging volume Vδ, taken to be a sphere of radius δ ¼ 5.
Similarly, the tensile stress is calculated as a local average
over the FENE springs comprising the chromatin and cross-
links as

Σsðr; θÞ ¼ 1

Vδ

X
springs

Hcn2i
1 − ðni=n0Þ2

ðn̂in̂i − I=3Þ: ð6Þ

In the active extensile case (σ0 > 0), active stresses are
dominant in the nuclear periphery, where euchromatin is
primarily located and organized, and their distribution
closely follows that of the nematic tensor in Fig. 2(d).
Indeed, in the mean-field limit, the active stress of Eq. (5)
can be approximated as Σa ≈ −ρaσ0hnaiQ, where ρa is the
local number density of active links and hnai ∼Oð1Þ is the
mean length of active links, which is activity dependent.
In simulations with σ0 ¼ 30, we measure hnai ≈ 1.3.
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As shown by Fig. 4(a), a strong positive radial stress Σa
rr

(similar to a negative active pressure) exists near the
boundary and is consistent with the nematic alignment
of the active extensile euchromatin chain segments along
the boundary as found in Fig. 2(d). An active shear stress
Σa
rθ is also observed near the boundary, albeit less intense

and not uniformly distributed, with both Σa
rθ > 0 and < 0

over distinct euchromatic regions. As is evident in Fig. 4(a),
the response of the elastic chromatin chain network to
dipolar activity involves an oppositely signed tensile stress
Σs with radial and shear components that closely mirror the
active stress distribution. This indicates that the fluid flows
driven by active stresses tend to stretch and shear the
chromatin network resulting in the observed tensile stress.
In the passive system, there are no active stresses and
the tensile stress distribution shows no clear structure
except very close to the system boundary, where weak
alignment occurs due to steric effects. These various
findings are summarized in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) showing
the radial dependence of the various stress contributions in
extensile, passive, and contractile systems. In all cases,
average stresses are quite weak inside heterochromatin
(r=Rs < 0.5) but display a peak near r=Rs ≈ 0.7–0.9,
where active stresses in extensile systems dominate the

tensile stresses they induce inside the chain. With con-
tractile activity, active stresses are of the opposite sign and
are much weaker in magnitude due to the lack of nematic
ordering in that case, other than very close to the nuclear
envelope.
Figure 4(d) shows typical snapshots of the nucleoplas-

mic flow fields in the active extensile case; see videos of
these flow fields in the Supplemental Material [44]. To
analyze the distinct contributions of EC and HC blocks, we
display separately the two flow fields induced by each
type of chromatin as well as their sum, which is the net
flow experienced by the system. The nucleoplasmic flow
induced by euchromatin, which is distributed throughout
the system, is found to be the strongest as a result of the
active stresses present along these chain segments and is
characterized by large-scale jets and recirculating flows. On
the other hand, heterochromatin is primarily localized near
the center of the system, and the disturbance flows it exerts
are strongest there, where they are found to oppose the
active flow driven by euchromatin. This is especially
visible in the insets in Fig. 4(d), and is consistent with
the discussion of stresses above: active flows tend to stretch
and deform the heterochromatin network, which responds
by developing tensile forces that oppose the flow. The net

(a) (d)(b)

(c) (e)

FIG. 4. Analysis of the stress and flow fields. (a) Stress field exerted by dipolar active forces (first row) and internal tensile forces
(second and third rows) in a plane containing the major axis of the nucleus, for the active euchromatin case (extensile, σ0 ¼ 30, top two
rows) and the passive euchromatin case (σ0 ¼ 0, bottom row). The two columns show the radial (Σrr) and shear (Σrθ) components of the
stress averaged over t ∈ ½350; 700�, where ðr; θÞ are polar coordinates in the plane. (b),(c) Radial variation of active (b) and tensile
(c) stress components averaged over the azimuthal direction for extensile (σ0 ¼ 30), passive (σ0 ¼ 0), and contractile (σ0 ¼ −30)
systems. (d) Snapshots of the disturbance flows induced by deterministic forces along EC blocks (uEC) and HC blocks (uHC), as well as
total disturbance flow (utotal ¼ uEC þ uHC), for an active extensile system with σ0 ¼ 30. The color map shows the magnitude of the
force distribution, and the vector plot shows the projections of the velocity field in a plane containing the major axis of the nucleus. Insets
show enlarged regions where the flows induced by euchromatin and heterochromatin forces clearly oppose one another. (e) Top:
temporal evolution of the root mean square velocity

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hu2i

p
, showing the stronger flow induced by the euchromatin due to the presence

of active dipole forces. Bottom: time evolution of the correlation between the directions of the euchromatin and heterochromatin velocity
fields, defined as hûEC · ûHCi, where û ¼ u=juj, showing a strong negative correlation. These panels use the data from the simulations
in Fig. 2. Also see videos of the flow fields in the Supplemental Material [44].
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nucleoplasmic flow in the system, shown in the third panel
of Fig. 4(d), is the sum of the two and indeed appears
weaker and less coherent than the flow induced by
euchromatin alone. This damping of active flows is
indicative of hydrodynamic screening by the passive
heterochromatic regions, which act as a porous elastic
network. These findings are confirmed in Fig. 4(e), where
we observe that the root mean square velocity of the total
flow falls between those of the contributions from
euchromatin and heterochromatin, and that the directions
of these two velocity contributions tend to oppose one
another: hûEC · ûHCi < 0, where û ¼ u=juj. Interestingly,
the same negative correlation exists in the passive case,
even though the motion in that case is purely thermal at
steady state, and thus spatially uncorrelated and much
weaker. Similar findings are also observed when chro-
matin-lamin interactions are accounted for as shown in
Fig. S3 of Supplemental Material [44], showing the
equivalent of Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) for a case with tethering
to the nuclear envelope. There, hydrodynamic screening
by heterochromatin is found to take place both in the
interior of the nucleus and near the envelope in regions
where heterochromatin is enriched.
In summary, we find that the chromatin segregation into

dense HCRs surrounded by nematically aligned euchro-
matin occurs concomitantly with the development of stress
fields inside the nucleus. These stresses are strongest
outside of HCRs and involve opposing contributions from
euchromatic activity and internal tensile forces. The result-
ing fluid flows are coherent on large length scales and show
evidence of hydrodynamic screening by the cross-linked
HCR networks. These flows, together with cross-linking

interactions, result in dynamic, yet highly structured
chromatin conformations, whose impact on the genome
organization we now examine.

C. Hi-C proximity maps

The genome’s physical interactions can be quantified
across different length scales by assessing the proximity
probabilities between different genomic loci using chromo-
some conformation capture techniques such as Hi-C
[51,52]. We examine such interactions between chromo-
somes 1 and 4 in our model by measuring the proximity or
near contact of genomic loci along the two chromosomes.
The resulting heat map (or Hi-C map) visualizing the
contacts among genomic loci is shown in Fig. 5, with color
ranging from red to white indicating high to low proximity,
respectively (see Appendix B for details of the method used
to calculate Hi-C maps). Figures 5(a) and 5(b) below the
diagonal show snapshots at a late time for a passive
(σ0 ¼ 0) and active extensile simulation (σ0 ¼ 30), respec-
tively, whereas above the diagonal they show time averages
over t ∈ ½350; 700� for the same simulations. The blue
colored segments along the axes highlight the location of
the HC blocks, while the green colored dots along the
diagonal label portions of the genome that are spatially
located inside the HCRs identified in Fig. 2(c). The relative
size of these green high-interaction regions exceeds that of
the HC blocks due to chain connectivity, which ensures that
proximal genomic segments become trapped inside the
HCRs as the permanent cross-links form and compact the
chain locally. This is especially true in the active extensile
case [Fig. 5(b)] and is consistent with Fig. 3(a), which

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 5. Hi-C proximity maps for (a) a passive euchromatin system (σ0 ¼ 0) and (b) an active euchromatin system (extensile, σ0 ¼ 30);
see Appendix B for details of the method. The maps show chromosomes 1 and 4 that were not in direct contact in the initial condition
[pink and orange chains in Fig. 2(d)]. In each case, the lower diagonal (red) shows a time snapshot, whereas the upper diagonal (pink)
shows an average over t ∈ ½350; 700�. Blue segments along the axes indicate the HC blocks (four per chromosomes), which are the
locations where cross-links can form. Green segments along the diagonal show sections of the chain that are spatially contained inside
the HCRs identified in Fig. 2(c). (c) Two examples of loops forming inside euchromatin in the extensile case and an enlargement of their
signature in the Hi-C map of (b), where their location is highlighted by purple and cyan triangles along the diagonal of chromosome 4 in
(b). These panels use the data from the simulations in Fig. 2.
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showed that the fraction of beads contained in HCRs
increases with activity.
On the one hand, the fraction of the genome that is

contained inside HCRs has a higher probability of inter-
action with itself due to its compacted nature; on the other
hand, euchromatin away from HCRs tends to be unfolded
and thus has little interaction, beyond a few links in
distance, with itself or with the chromatin inside HCRs.
This results in a checkerboard patterning of high and low
interaction. The diagonal squares in our simulations are one
signature of the highly cross-linked HCRs, which have high
inter-region interaction frequency. The variable size of
those squares in Fig. 5(b) reflects the number of sequential
HC blocks that are occupants of the same HCR as well as
the amount of trapped euchromatin. The off-diagonal
squares arise from genomically distant HC blocks being
bound together into a single HCR. We find that extensile
activity also promotes interchromosomal interactions as a
result of mixing, as evidenced by the off-diagonal blocks in
the Hi-C maps. Checkerboard patterning, at a resolution of
a 0.1–1 Mb, is a prominent feature of experimental Hi-C
maps and is characteristic of the spatial compartmentali-
zation of two main types of chromatin: active and open
euchromatin and inactive and compacted heterochromatin
[51,53–56]. Clear square patterns are absent in the passive
simulation (σ0 ¼ 0), where cross-linked heterochromatin
forms throughout the nucleus and remains evenly distrib-
uted (see Fig. 2), resulting in a relatively stronger proba-
bility of interaction with neighboring euchromatin. It is
important to note that with the bead size of 50 kbp we do
not have enough resolution to detect topologically associ-
ating domains (TADs). The Hi-C maps can also be used to
estimate a probability of contact as a function of genomic
distance between pairs of loci, which we show in Fig. S4 of
the Supplemental Material [44]. In both passive and active
simulations, the contact probability decays according to a
power law, with exponents of −0.43 and −0.62, respec-
tively. These exponents are slightly lower than those
previously reported in experiments, although there is some
variability with respect to this number in the litera-
ture [51,57].
Another prominent feature evidenced in Fig. 5(b) is the

formation of temporary loops inside euchromatin regions.
In experimental Hi-C maps, the evidence of loops is also
commonplace, where they are formed by active proteins
known as loop-extruding factors such as condensin and
cohesin [57,58]. Here, the loops we observe have a
different origin and derive from the unfolding of non-
cross-linked chain segments by active hydrodynamic flows.
In some cases, these loops occur in pairs as highlighted in
Fig. 5(c), showing two examples of loop pairs and close-
ups of their signatures in the Hi-C map of Fig. 5(b), where
they appear as closed semicircles along the diagonal. These
structures bear resemblance to the star-shaped Hi-C pat-
terns observed by Brandão et al. [59], where they were

explained as a consequence of specific interactions between
two condensin motors. Each yellow arrow emanating from
the diagonal in the detailed Hi-C maps of Fig. 5(c)
describes one loop, whereas the lines parallel to the
diagonal and bridging the two arrows correspond to the
adjoining bases of the two loops. The size and intensity of
each semicircle depends on the length of the loops and their
compactness. We note that these patterns do not persist on
long timescales and indeed disappear in the time-averaged
Hi-C maps due the dynamic nature of the loops, whose fate
is governed by the nucleoplasmic flows.
In summary, the proximity maps of Fig. 5 recapitulate

many qualitative features observed in experimental Hi-C
maps, from checkerboard patterns resulting from compac-
tion of HCRs to the formation of transient loops inside
euchromatin due to the stretching and unfolding of the
chromatin by the nucleoplasmic flows. ATP-powered
extensile dipolar activity is found to play a key role in
setting these genomic features, with consequences for gene
interactions as well as the regulation of gene expression that
remain to be explored.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our simulations reveal the key role of ATP-dependent
active processes and long-ranged hydrodynamic inter-
actions in the spatial segregation of heterochromatin and
euchromatin in the cell nucleus. By modeling chromatin as
an active Zimm polymer, consisting of euchromatin blocks
decorated with stochastic force dipoles and passive hetero-
chromatin blocks subject to interchain and intrachain cross-
links, we find that large-scale chromatin organization is
profoundly affected by extensile euchromatic activity. This
activity enhances both spatial segregation and compaction
of heterochromatin, leading to formation of dense hetero-
chromatin regions. The segregation originates from nucle-
oplasmic flows, induced by active euchromatin, which lead
to an increased mixing between chromosomes and, hence,
intensified heterochromatin cross-linking within and
between chromosomes. Nucleoplasmic flows display
long-ranged coherence in systems with extensile dipoles,
due these dipoles’ spontaneous alignment in their own self-
induced flow fields, which gives rise to the emergence of
nematic alignment and unfolding of the polymer chain
within euchromatin regions [36]. Our results recapitulate
many observed features of chromatin structure and dynam-
ics on large length scales, including the emergence of long-
ranged coherent motions [31], the spatial segregation of
heterochromatin and euchromatin, as well as large-scale
features of Hi-C maps such as checkerboard patterns.
Our model for active stresses—stochastic force

dipoles—is built on the premise that ATP-powered nuclear
enzymes exert microscopic forces locally on chromatin
segments that are transmitted to the nucleoplasm via
viscous drag; that is, the force dipole acts entirely upon
the nucleoplasm. More detailed microscopic modeling may
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suggest that forces are also transduced onto the chromatin
strand directly. In that case, recent work in modeling
cytoskeletal assemblies suggests that dense cross-linking
can also yield long-range transmission of stress and
material motion [60,61]. The nuclear active events occur
on the scale of individual genes in the human genome, the
scale of a single bead in our model. Such events could be
quite complex and involve active processes such as RNA
polymerase II translocating along DNA accompanied by
the steric repulsion due to mRNA polymerization, or local
chromatin reorganization by chromatin remodelers and
loop extruders such as cohesin and condensin [6,56]. In
addition, the formation of TADs was shown to require
activity of cohesin ATPases to load the cohesin molecules
on the chromatin fiber [62]. Once TADs are formed, they
are stable without further energy dissipation or active
maintenance [62]. However, these effects are at the limits
of our model’s resolution (50 kbp), and therefore cannot be
accurately captured within our simulation framework. Our
model suggests that hydrodynamic interactions play a
critical role for large-scale chromatin organization, and
recent simulations have shown that hydrodynamic effects
are also significant on the scale of TADs [63]. Existing
structural experiments (Cryo-EM and SAXS) provide
information on the small-scale chromatin organization
[64,65]; however, such information is missing for large-
scale organization. Both future simulations and experi-
ments will be needed to develop a comprehensive picture
connecting small-scale and large-scale chromatin behavior
and test the predictions of our model.
Despite the richness and complexity of active processes

acting on the chromatin fiber, the stress signature of each of
such active events can be formally coarse grained from first
principles as driving a dipolar nucleoplasmic flow. This
flow is the leading-order contribution in the multipole
expansion conserving local momentum of the flow field
generated by the active event at its chromatin chain seg-
ment. Presently, the type of dipole (i.e., extensile or
contractile), its magnitude, duration, and orientation with
respect to the chromatin chain are unknown for different
types of active events. Yet, the emergent properties of active
polymers closely depend on the coupling of these active
events to their conformational degrees of freedom [66,67].
Such knowledge could be gleaned by performing micro-
scopic molecular-scale simulations of protein-chromatin
interactions and systematically coarse graining the stress
and flow fields they generate.
In our simulations without chromatin-lamin interactions,

we observe heterochromatin to segregate in the center of
the nucleus—a likely consequence of the symmetry of
the initial data, where a randomly placed HC block is
more likely to find and bind to another HC block in the
nuclear interior as opposed to the periphery. This central
heterochromatin placement is consistent with earlier equi-
librium simulations of heterochromatin formation [25,26].

Including chromatin-lamin interactions in the form of
transient tethers with the nuclear envelope led to a more
uniform heterochromatin distribution with dense HCRs in
the interior of the nucleus along with peripheral enrich-
ment. This distribution is in agreement with that observed
in experiments using conventional nuclei, where hetero-
chromatin is found in the nuclear interior but also along
the envelope and surface of subnuclear bodies such as
nucleoli [7]. This confirms that other interactions, such as
chromatin-lamin tethering at the nuclear envelope [28] and
chromatin-nucleolus interactions at the nucleolar surface
[68], affect heterochromatin localization in the nucleus.
This is also in line with past equilibrium simulations
[25,27], where accumulation of heterochromatin near the
nuclear envelope was observed only when chromatin-lamin
interactions were accounted for. Interestingly, both the
nuclear envelope and the nucleolar surface are known to
undergo dynamical shape fluctuations in vivo [69,70], and
it remains unknown whether these may affect heterochro-
matin accumulation at these boundaries [71,72]. As shown
in our simulations, extensile activity along euchromatin and
the flows it generates tend to facilitate HC compaction
whether or not chromatin-lamin interactions are present.
They also have a strong effect on mixing of chromosome
territories, which was found to be significant in the absence
of chromatin-lamin interactions, but more limited when
such interactions were included in the model. This further
supports the importance of physical tethering of chromatin
to the nuclear envelope in experimental systems, where
strong mixing of chromosome territories is typically not
observed [51,73].
Taken together, our model argues that heterochromatin

segregation is driven by an intricate interplay between the
local variations in chromatin’s cross-linking and activity.
The large-scale mechanics of chromatin and nucleoplasmic
fluid play a key role in our model, as they interact via active
and passive stress fields distributed across the entire
nucleus. The heterogeneity of chromatin organization
across the nucleus suggests a complex, spatially dependent
rheological behavior, with cross-linked heterochromatin
behaving like an elastic porous solid and unconstrained
active euchromatin behaving like an active fluid with local
nematic order [7,49]. These two segregated materials
interact via mechanical stress at their interfaces as well
as viscous stresses due to nucleoplasmic flows, which
permeate both phases. This picture is in good agreement
with recent in vivo experiments by Eshghi et al. [74], which
used a new methodology of noninvasive microrheology
that employs intrinsic chromatin dynamics to map spatially
resolved rheological behavior [74,75], and revealed that
fluidlike and solidlike phases, corresponding to euchroma-
tin and heterochromatin, respectively, coexist in differ-
entiated cell nuclei. Modeling of these two phases revealed
that euchromatin behaves as a Maxwell fluid, while
heterochromatin can be described as a Kelvin solid [74].
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A numerical characterization of effective rheological prop-
erties in simulations could elucidate the micromechanics
underlying these measurements, as well as provide a basis
for developing self-consistent continuum models of nuclear
mechanics that could be used for mathematical analysis as
well as mean-field simulations [76].
The discussion above begs the question as to whether

there is a functional role for the organized euchromatic
flows generated by dipolar activity. Our results show that
the nucleoplasmic flows directly affect the genome organi-
zation and, hence, likely its function. In addition, they
could facilitate the distribution of the transcription machi-
nery in the cell nucleus by advective, in addition to
diffusive, transport. Revealing biological origins of the
extensile activity may provide fundamental insights into
biophysical mechanism(s) behind dynamical genomic
interactions and their role in gene regulation. To this
end, illuminating the dynamics of the genome’s self-
organization holds great promise, assisted by a close
interplay between experimental and theoretical approaches
across different length scales.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF THE
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

1. Chain mechanics: Deterministic forces

The spring forces Fs
i in Eq. (2) are modeled using the

FENE spring law [41], which gives linear Hookean
behavior at short extensions but prevents stretching beyond
a maximum extension n0. Within a given chain, the net
spring force on bead i is

Fs
i ¼

Hcni

1 − ðni=n0Þ2
−

Hcni−1

1 − ðni−1=n0Þ2
; ðA1Þ

where ni ¼ xiþ1 − xi is the connector from bead i to iþ 1
andHc is the entropic spring constant. Cross-link forces Fc

i
are captured using the same force law, but with a stiffer
spring constant of 10Hc. In simulations with chromatin-
lamin interactions, additional tethers can also form sto-
chastically between HC beads located within a cutoff
distance of 2.5ls with the nuclear envelope, where ls is

the equilibrium length of an isolated spring. When such a
tether forms, the nearest point xn

i to bead i on the envelope
is determined, and an additional force,

Ft
i ¼

10Hcni

1 − ðni=n0Þ2
; ðA2Þ

is applied to bead i, with ni ¼ xn
i − xi, until the tether

disappears as a Poisson process. While a given HC bead
can only form one cross-link, it is possible for both a cross-
link and a tether to form on the same bead.
Excluded volume forces Fe

i prevent overlap of distinct
sections of the polymer and are captured using a soft
repulsive potential:

Fe
i ¼ −

X
j≠i

∇iΦðxi − xjÞ; with ΦðxÞ ¼ Φ0

jxjn ; ðA3Þ

with n ¼ 3. The choice of the parameter Φ0 is ad hoc and
chosen to ensure that the chain does not cross itself. The
potential is truncated whenever jxi − xjj > ls, where ls is
the equilibrium spring length, and three additional equally
spaced repulsive nodes are placed along each link in
addition to the beads when calculating these interactions.
A cell list algorithm is employed for efficient calculation of
these forces with OðNÞ complexity [77].

2. Hydrodynamic interactions

The calculation of the nucleoplasmic flow field u
appearing in the Langevin equation (1) involves solving
the Stokes equation (4) subject to the no-slip condition on
the nuclear envelope and evaluating the solution at the
location of each bead. Because of the linearity of the Stokes
equations, that solution can be written in terms of a Green’s
function G as

uðxiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

Gðxi;xjÞ · ðFj þ Fa
j Þ; ðA4Þ

where the forces on the right-hand side are known. While
analytical expressions for G exist in spherical domains
[36,78], a numerical solution is required in the spheroidal
domains considered here. Rather than evaluating G
directly, we instead decompose the velocity of Eq. (A4)
into two parts [79]: u ¼ us þ uc. The first contribution is
defined as the velocity induced by the distribution of point
forces in free space,

usðxÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

Gsðx;xjÞ · ðFj þ Fa
j Þ; ðA5Þ

expressed in terms of the Oseen tensor or Stokeslet:

Gsðx;x0Þ ¼
1

8πη

�
I

jx − x0j
þ ðx − x0Þðx − x0Þ

jx − x0j3
�
: ðA6Þ
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The second contribution uc is a correction velocity
calculated to satisfy the correct boundary condition.
Note that uc satisfies the homogeneous Stokes equations
with boundary condition ucðxÞ ¼ −usðxÞ for x ∈ S. It can
be calculated as a single-layer boundary integral equation
for Stokes flow [80]:

ucðxÞ ¼ −
Z
S
Gsðx;x0Þ · fðx0ÞdSðx0Þ; ðA7Þ

where fðx0Þ is an unknown traction distribution on the
surface of the domain boundary. Evaluating Eq. (A7) on the
surface S and using the boundary condition ucðxÞ ¼
−usðxÞ yields an integral equation for the traction field
f that can be solved numerically. Once f is known on the
surface for a given point force distribution, the velocity
correction uc is obtained by evaluating Eq. (A7) at the
locations xi of the beads, and can be added to the free-space
velocity us of Eq. (A5) to provide the desired velocity
Eq. (A4). The boundary integral equation (A7) is evaluated
by quadrature after discretization of the surface into a mesh
of six-node triangular elements [80]. The algorithm was
tested by comparison to the analytical Green’s function
inside a spherical domain [78]. Simulations shown were
performed with 5120 elements, with a numerical error of
less than 2%. Finally, the calculation of both us and uc is
accelerated using a kernel-free fast multipole algorithm
[42,81,82], resulting in an overall OðNÞ complexity with
respect to the total number of beads in the system.

3. Thermal fluctuations

The Brownian displacements ξiðtÞ in Eq. (1) are calcu-
lated to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which
specifies their mean and variance as

hξiðtÞi ¼ 0; hξiðtÞξjðt0Þi ¼ 2kBTMijδðt − t0Þ; ðA8Þ

where Mij denotes the grand mobility tensor that captures
viscous resistance on the chain as well as long-ranged
hydrodynamic interactions:

Mij ¼ ζ−1Iδij þGðxi;xjÞð1 − δijÞ: ðA9Þ

Equation (A11) is satisfied by calculating the Brownian
displacements as

ξiðtÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

Bij · wj; ðA10Þ

where wj is an uncorrelated Gaussian white noise with zero
mean and unit variance, and the tensor Bij is related to the
grand mobility tensor as

XN
p¼1

Bip · BT
jp ¼ 2kBTMij: ðA11Þ

In general, solving for Bij from Eq. (A11) involves either a
costly Cholesky decomposition, an iterative scheme such as
the Lanczos method [83], or a numerical approximation
[84]. In the present work, we make the local approximation
Mij ≈ ζ−1Iδij when calculating Brownian fluctuations, and
under this approximation the right-hand side in Eq. (A11)
becomes 2DbIδij, where Db ¼ kBT=ζ is the Brownian
diffusivity of one bead in isolation. Numerical comparison
between the full solution of Eq. (A11) using the Lanczos
method and the local approximation were carried out in
small systems and showed negligible differences in the
relevant statistical quantities.

4. Scalings and parameters

In all the results of Sec. III, we scale lengths with the
equilibrium length ls of a FENE spring, forces by the
corresponding spring force Fs, and times by the character-
istic time ts for one isolated bead to diffuse a distance of ls:

ls ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBT
Hc

s
; Fs ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBTHc

p
; ts ¼

ζ

Hc
: ðA12Þ

Note that ts is also the spring relaxation time. Upon scaling
of the system of equations, the dimensionless parameters
governing the dynamics of the system are the dimension-
less rate constants for active and cross-link forces, the
dimensionless hydrodynamic radius ah=ls, the dimension-
less maximum spring extension n0=ls, and the dimension-
less active dipole strength:

σ0 ¼
faffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kBTHc
p : ðA13Þ

All simulations shown are for Mc ¼ 23 chains of
Nb ¼ 1305 beads (total of 30 015 beads), with four alter-
nating blocks of euchromatin (945 beads) and heterochro-
matin (360 beads) per chain, for a fraction αc ≈ 0.28 of
heterochromatin.
We choose the characteristic length as ls ¼ 0.36 μm.

Then, for a spheroidal nucleus of effective radius 10 μm,
the dimensionless effective radius is Rs ¼ 28, and we have
set the spheroidal eccentricity to e ¼ 0.36. The maximum
spring extension is taken to be n0=ls ¼ 2.5. Setting the
hydrodynamic bead radius to ah=ls ¼ 0.1, we use ah as the
relevant scale at which to assign a nucleoplasmic viscosity
of η ∼ 100 Pa s [75] (i.e., the scale-dependent viscosity as
seen by a particle of scale ah moving through it). We
choose the characteristic timescale to be the diffusive
timescale ts ¼ l2

s=D ∼ 2 s, where D ¼ kBT=ð6πηahÞ is
the particle diffusivity from the Stokes-Einstein relation
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(i.e., the time it takes a particle of size ah to diffuse the
distance ls). The various dimensionless rate constants are
set to kcon ¼ 0.02, and kaon ¼ 2.0 and kaoff ¼ 5.0, which
gives the corresponding fraction of active links along EC
blocks as pa ¼ 2=7, and the on-off rates for the formation
of tethers with the nuclear envelope are set to kton ¼ 0.3 and
ktoff ¼ 0.2. Our simulation times are typically 600–700
dimensionless time units, or on the order of 20 min.

APPENDIX B: Hi-C MAP CALCULATION

The algorithm used to calculate the Hi-C proximity maps
of Fig. 5 follows Refs. [51,85] and is based on the spatial
distance between pairs of genomic loci along the chromatin
chains. Specifically, entries in the matrix are evaluated
based on a Gaussian kernel, such that

Hij ¼
1

σ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p expð−r2ij=2σ2Þ; ðB1Þ

where rij ¼ jxi − xjj is the distance between beads i and j,
and where we choose a standard deviation of σ ¼ 6 for the
Gaussian. In practice, successive beads along the chains are
binned into groups of 5, and the entries Hij are averaged
over each bin to generate a matrix of linear size Nb=5 ¼
261 per chromosome. This matrix is then shown as a color
plot in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), using a linear color map from
white to red (or pink) over the range of values of the matrix
entries. Green dots on the diagonal in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)
highlight sections of the chromosomes that are spatially
located inside HCRs, where a dot is added to the Hi-C map
if at least 2 beads out of 5 inside a given bin fall inside
a HCR.
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